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WHAT

YOU OTTER BE DOING

WORLD THEATER

7:30 PM. - 9:30 P.M.

World Renouned Paul Taylor Dance Company returns to the World
Theater. For over 50 years they have been at the forefront of modern
dance by combining dynamic style and graceful movement. Join us for
this unique opportunity for a close-up look at the nation's top modern
dance ensemble. For tickets and information call: 582-4580

FR111/12
JOHN VANDERSLICE
MUSIC HALL

12 PM. - 2 PM.

Singer, Songwriter, musician, producer and engineer John Vanderslice will
be here to present to students on his work and the business.

FR111/12
OPEN MIC NIGHT
LIBRARY CAFE

7 P.M.-9 P.M.

Sing, dance, rap, recite a poem or play an instrument! Students and
community members will have an opportunity to express themselves at
Open Mic Night.

SAT 11/13
WEST COAST COLLEGIATE DISC GOLF TOURNAMENT
BLACK BOX CABARET

9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

One and only West Coast Collegiate Disc Golf Tournament. Colleges will
be representing there schools and competing for the Stancil Johnson Cup.
This is our fifth annual tournament we have hosted schools from all over
California and even as far as Oregon. This year we hope to have the biggest
turnout ever and look forward to some good competition and fun rivalry.

MON 11/15
AMERICA RECYCLES DAY
MAIN QUAD

10 A.M.-8 P.M.

The Environmental Committee partnered with various other groups
and will have tables in front of every Res. Hall on campus and collect
recyclables from all students. As well as we will have educational tips
and materials for them and we also will have promotional gear for the
students. Through the day we will will have music playing and various
eco-games students can participate in. We will also create a mini
competition between each Res. hall to see who can collect the most!

NOV. 11- DEC. 2

THUR11/11
PAUL TAYLOR DANCE COMPANY

WED 11/17
LEVERAGING YOUR DIGITAL IDENTITY
UNIVERSITY CENTER

10A.M.-11 A.M.

"Come see a live video conference where you can see Tom Krieglstein
discuss the topic of'"'Leveraging Facebook, Twitter and Your Digital Identity
in College.'"' Students today spend more time on Facebook than in class.
70% of employers search the web before making a hiring decision. You will
learn the ins and outs of digital identity and get ahead in school and life!

WED 11/17
CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS WORKSHOP
CHAPMAN SCIENCE ACADEMIC CENTER

2 P.M. - 4 P.M.

Center for Student Success Workshop: "Help! I have Test Anxiety! Tips to
Ace your Test" Does your mind go blank before the exam' Do you find
yourself cramming and pulling an all-nighter' Attend this informative
workshop and learn tips and strategies to study smart and to calm your
nerves before the test. Attend 3 of the CSS workshops this semester and
get entered to win FREE TEXT BOOKS for Spring '11!

GOT AN
EVENT
? LET US KNOW!

OTTER_REALM@CSUMB.EDU

WED 11/17
NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY WK- AMY LONETREE
UNIVERSITY CENTER

6 P.M. - 9:30 P.M.

Dr. Amy Lonetree will be presenting on "Visualizing Native Survivance:
Encounters with my Ho-Chunk Ancestors in the Photographs of Charles Van
Schaick, 1879-1925” November 17, 2010 during Native American History
Week at the University Center Fireplace/ Living Room from 7:00-9:00 PM.

FOR MORE fc vfck TS, VISIT THE■v.SUMB MASTER CALENDAR ONLiNE if. w iA* W.C ALkNDAR.CSuMo.EDU
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EDITOR'S COLUMN

VOTER APAT
Cameron Fuller, Editor-in-Cheif

CFULLER@C5UMB.EMI

As Election Day has come and
past, I find myself wondering why I
even bother to vote. I am heavily
interested in politics as I believe
every American should be. If you
haven't noticed, something I added
in The Otter Realm is the Politics
section. I see the importance of
civic action, social change and
being a part of a working system.
But while I watched the results
trickle in late Tuesday night, I
couldn't help but be dismayed by
the severe lack of voters.
One of the hotly contested
propositions in California this
election, as there were more than
one, was Prop 19; lovingly called
the marijuana laws. Don't worry;
I'm not going to bore you with
the details of a failed proposition.
What astonished me is the lack of
voters. The prop failed 54 percent
No to 46 percent Yes. If you want
to know, I was a Yes vote. Now, I
believe in the system. The No votes
won fair and square. But what I
have not said yet was the actual
vote count. As reported on CNN.
com, 4,060,236 people voted no;
3,477,746 people voted yes; a total
of 7,537,982 people voted on this
proposition. According to the 2009
census projections, there are close
to 37 million people in California,
25 percent of them under the age
18. This means only 27 percent of
Californians voted. Total.
What I fail to understand, after
lengthy
conversations
with
republicans and democrats alike,
is why are so few people voting?
Meg Whitman, who I vehemently
despise, spent $140 million of
her own money to try to win the
gubernatorial race. She basically
spent $20 per person. If everyone

in California had voted, to maintain
that same dollar amount she would
have had to spend $550 million of
her own money; a number I'm sure
she would have never considered.
What's nice to me is that every
initiative I voted for, except Prop 19,
passed, and all of the candidates I
voted forwon. However, this cannot
be said for the nation as a whole.
I consider myself to be a liberal
person, but I do not vote down
party lines. However, a week after
Election Day and the Republicans
are starting their victory cheer;
which goes something like, "No
new taxes because we won, but
we've got to decrease the budget
so that means job cuts with no
unemployment benefits!" I know it
doesn't rhyme, but Republicans are
not known for their artistic sides.
I
am all
about smaller
government. I see the benefit of
less federal control. But the reason
we have government is to take
care of the people, not fire them.
Pennsylvanian Governor-Elect is
proposing privatizing 600 state
run liquor stores. This move will
increase state budgets, but layoff
"several thousand state workers,"
according to the New York Times.
With all of these budget cuts,
what I don't see newly elected
Republicans suggesting is salary
decreases for themselves.
We as an American people voted
these hack-and-slash politicians
into office by failing to vote in
general. So every election I get
excited, read and study on the
issues and cast my vote, hoping
that others will do the same. And
every election I see my naive hopes
dashed by population apathy.
Heck, you probably stopped ready
this anyway.
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At this time every year, the new
flu strain has been contained and
made into a vaccine. Also known
as the "seasonal flu" or flu, influenza
is a serious and contagious respira
tory illness that's caused by the in
fluenza virus. Symptoms can range
from mild to severe, sometimes
leading to pneumo
nia, bronchitis, and
ear
infections.
Some groups are /
at a higher
risk T
than others, in
cluding the elder
ly, young children,
and people with
certain health con
ditions.
Unlike last flu
season when you
needed to get two
vaccines, the 2009 H1N1 and the
seasonal vaccine, this flu season
you only need the seasonal vac
cine. The 2010-2011 flu vaccine
protects against an influenza A
H3N2 virus, an influenza B virus and
the 2009 HINT virus that caused
so much illness last season. The
Center for Disease Control recom
mends everyone 6 months of age
and older get vaccinated against
the flu as soon as the 2010-2011
seasonal vaccine is available in
your area. Flo Miller from the uni
versity health center said, because
"students live in close proximity to

each other," viruses can be passed
from one person to another very
easily." Vaccination of high-risk per
sons is especially important to de
crease their risk of severe flu illness.
The "flu shot is given with a nee
dle, usually in the arm. The flu shot
is approved for use in people older
than 6 months,
including
healthy people
7 and people with
chronic medi
cal conditions.
Someone can
get vaccinated
wherever "vac
cine available"
is seen in your
community. Your
doctor's
office,
the CSUMB health
clinic, Target pharmacy, CVS phar
macy, and a variety of other places
are offering flu vaccine this season.
Miller said, "If students want to get
a flu shot (at the CSUMB health

rT
he viruses in thto
u shot are killed
inactivated), so
you cannot get
the flu from a
flu shot

center), they have to make an ap
pointment."
Even though it is suggested,
there are some people who should
not get a flu vac
cine
without
first consulting a
physician. These
i
include people
who have a
severe
allergy
to chicken eggs,
people who have had
a severe reaction to an influenza
vaccination and people who have
a moderate-to-severe illness with
a fever (they should wait until they
recover to get vaccinated).
According to flu.gov, "The ability
of a flu vaccine to protect a person
depends on the age and health staI

tus of the person getting the vac
cine, and the similarity or 'match'
between the viruses or virus in the
vaccine and those in circulation."
Different side effects
can be associated
with the flu shot.
According to cdc.
gov, "The viruses
in the flu shot are
killed (inactivated),
so you cannot get
,, ,e flu from a flu shot.
Some minor side effects that could
occur are soreness, redness, or
swelling where the shot was given,

Thisseason you
only need one
vaccine

low grade fever and general aches."
If these problems occur, they be
gin soon after a shot is given and
usually last one to two days. Almost
all people who receive influenza
vaccine have no serious problems
from it. However, on rare occa
sions, flu vaccination can cause se
rious problems, such as severe al
lergic reactions.

New
Model
Is Easier
To Follow
Offer Model will replace current ULR

Curriculum for General Education
dasses, history classes, etc. The
ather three ULRS are universityspecific requirements and make
up part of the four Graduation
Learning Outcomes (GLO).
Lower-division Service
(community
Model a Learning
participation),
the
language
require
understand and ment, technology/
because
the
information and up
less confusing
than the current per-division service
learning make up the
quirement (ULR)
ULR curriculum four
current GLOs.
classes will still be
available.
_____ I The Otter Model
will be easier to
Currently, freshmar.
students follow the ULR pathway understand and less confusing
upon entering CSUMB. Under than the current ULR curricu
this curriculum, students com lum. Problems with classes not
plete classes that follow 13 ULRs, transferring to other schools
ten of which align with General and general confusion have
Education Breath Requirements, brought to attention the need
such as Enalish classes, fitness For a new system for general

education committees comprised
of CSUMB faculty are working to
develop new learning outcomes
for each general education area
of the Otter Modue
Students who are in
the middle of their
college
careers

The Otter

a new model will soon be implempntpd Thp "Ottpr Mnrlpl"

The current general education
system at Cal State Monterey
Bay that we have come to know
will soon be changed. In order to
have a model consistent with the
CSU system, and to help deal with
the uncertainties associated with
CSUMB's current general educa
tion curriculum (known as Uni-

it ic

Fall 2012 for all new students.
After three committees of fac
ulty administration came out with
a new plan that better reflects the
needs of students, the Academic
Senate voted for the Otter Model
to be used instead of the current
curriculum. Before the Otter Mod
el can be implemented, much
work has to be put into creating
new learning outcomes. General
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Multiculturalism
At its Richest
Second Annual Multicultural Night
Keosha Griffiths, Staff Reporter
KGRIfFITHS@CSUMB.EDU

'I

can only write what I know and

share with people the ideas I have come to
learn through my experiences of living"

Salinas

"When I say dulce, I'm not talking about a sugar confectionary," said various types of food that were displayed and served throughout the
Tomas Salinas, senior, LS and Joseph Ruiz, junior, LS, "but what I'm really night. Some of the acts ranged from spoken word poems by individuals
saying when I say dulce is that women are truly parallel to beauty that we varying on topics from African American oppression.adoption/children
can't comprehend." All the "dulces" in the crowd screamed and yelled in born of the system, the oppression of women, and new age slavery;
argument to Salinas'and Ruiz’s spoken word performance of the poem to dances representing Japanese and Indian Culture; love songs from
"Ducle de Leche" by Def Jam Spoken Word poet, Oveous Maximus. This the native land of the Phillipines and hip-hop/r&B; paintings that were
performance was just one of the many highlights that performed at the drawn/painted in honor of the Mexican heritage & culture; to the "step"
Second Annual Multicultural Night.
introducation of Kappa Alpha Psi, Fraternity inc.
One factor that Cal State Monterey Bay (CSUMB) prides itself on the
"For me it was liberating, it felt good to share the messages what we
diverse campus and the convergence of cultures that run through its halls. shared" said Salinas, "and hopefully open some eyes to certain issues
On Nov. 4, the Cultural Enrichment Committee of Associated Students people might not know about, like the degradation of women and the
held their second annua! Multicultural Night. "Last year we planned for current struggle that is going on in the fields of Salinas."
about 50, but had a turn out of about 200, so we had to do it again," said
Not only did students share their cultural experiences with the
Brittany Land, junior, Psychology.
audience but also faculty members of both the Associated Students (AS)
"I really enjoyed Multicultural Night last year," said Holly Valenzuela, and Human Communications. Professor Dr. Umi Vaughn hosted as emcee
sophomore, Business, "because there is so much diversity on our campus, and also had a couple of acts including a Brazilian song and a poem by
they needed a place to showcase it." Multicultural Night is a night where Langston Hughes. Ajamu Lamumba, advisor to AS, also recited a poem by
different student organizations or clubs showcase the uniqueness of Langston Hughes and the infamous poem by Maya Angelou,"Still I Rise."
their varying cultures. Various clubs, organizations and individuals have
"This was my first Multicultural Night and I loved it so much," said
the opputurnity to show the uniqueness of each their cultures. There Clarisa Romero, sophomore, undeclared," I can't wait for next year. I hope
were 17 acts performed by 14 performers. Many of the acts were cultural Professor Vaughn is the emcee again."
presentations of folkoric dances, paintings depicting global motifs and

Marina's 35th Anniversary
Sam Martinez, Staff Reporter

Blast from the Past

SMARTINEZ@CSUMB.EDU

It's festive time! Marina will be celebrating its 35th anniversary on
November 12 and 13. The city succeeded to incorporate in 1975 after it
failed in a prior attempt.
Marina was originally a side town of Fort Ord where its diverse inhabitants,
who at one point spoke over 52 languages due to transient armed forces
tendencies, had to visit Salinas for all voting and civil processes.
As this small town had its own cultures many who lived there
proceeded to take the steps for Marina to become its own city. Now the
city celebrates its rich unique cultural heritage by hosting an anniversary
celebration every 5 years. The city will be having a fundraiser barbecue
and a Celebrity Softball Game on Friday Nov 12 from 6 to 9 pm. Then on
Saturday Nov 13, from 10 am to 3 pm, the city will have a Birthday Cake
and Ice Cream for Free (while supplies last, donations requested too);
furthermore there will be arts and crafts and children's entertainment.
The city is also looking for DunkTank victims volunteers. At the end of the
afternoon festivities, a number of local artists will perform.
PHOTO PROVIDED
Later that afternoon and evening, on Nov 13 starting at 3pm the Teen
Center will hold a Skate Demo with the #1 Skate Team in California.
Following thisevent, in the evening there will be a classic"throw back"1975
themed dinner, where the locals believed it would be better to organize
a Tie Dye T.V. Dinner and Disco dance rather than a Black Tie dinner. This
event will include a 70's fashion show contest where participants will have

an opportunity to strut their stuff.
Also in attendance will be DJ.
Mix "N" Spin and a band that made
its debut in 1975 and is still active
today as well as a comedy act
from L.A to L.A. A T.V. dinner will
be served along with finger food,
beverages etc, as this is a fundraiser
event tickets can be purchased for
$20.00 or 2 for $35.00. Fire dancing
will kick off the evenings events
at 7 pm and then doors will open
at 730 pm at the multi use room
and gym at Los Arboles Middle
School. This event ends at 11 pm,
tickets are available now and can
be purchased by calling 831 521
1089 or you can contact anyone on
the committee that you know for
assistance.

Festivitiec

Nov- 12-13
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REVITALIZING CSUMB.EDU
Christy Khoshaba, Staff Reporter
CKHOSHABAXSUMB.EDU

As a way to keep up with design dent of Watson and he believes,
trends and make the process of "It looks confusing right off the bat
seeking information simpler, the and now everything I knew isn't
technology department of Cal where it used to be." Kevin Panian,
State Monterey Bay (CSUMB) col junior, ITCD is another student of
laborated with White Whale Web Watson and he said, "I like it so far,
Services to spruce up the univer but I still have yet to explore."
sity's domain. The revamp of the
The redesign implements new
university's website is the seventh color schemes as well as new forms
in its generation, taking on the sec of technology. "We have the ability
ond largest impact of its time.
to schedule images to appear on
The redesign offered "a chance the home page, draw content from
to do some house cleaning," said a Twitter feed, or create our own
Dr. Chip Lenno, Chief Information [CSUMB] AP Newswire," said Pool.
Officer of Technology. Removing It features user friendly access,
non-visited pages and keeping multicolored photo galleries, and
the website updated were several verbal/written student stories. "I
tasks undertaken. Dr. Lenno also thought the old website was plain,"
believes the redesign proposed the said Jamie Lee-Ramirez, sopho
opportunity to "reinvent ourselves more, ITCD. She likes the way the
on the web."
redesign "shows more pic
"The
design istures of everyday life."
"The biggest differ

"The design is un
ence is the amountunusual, but
usual, but still easy
still easy to
of dynamic con
tent, words and
to get around,"
get around," said
pictures
that
said Jason Pon
come from other
tius, White Wale
Jason Pontius,
places, not just
Web
Services
White Wale Web
a static page
President.
The
Services
President
unusual aspect
someone creates
manually,"
said
arises from the
Greg Pool, CSUMB
front page design
of an iPad. With
Web Services. "It's
way more modern
a computer mouse
looking, as opposed to
pointed to a certain pic
ture, other photos diffuse as
html or a website from the 90s
that was never updated," said David the selected picture lights up."I like
Huey, junior, CSIT.
how it dims everything else, but it
The lack of updates created frus must have a drop box to the high
tration at times for faculty, staff, lighted image that corresponds to
and students. Additional problems the content," said Watson.
This website is utilized by a range
included searching for information
and being led to phone numbers of students, faculty, staff, alumni,
and departments that no longer and locals. In fact, the redesign ca
existed. Through the old design, ters to each group, providing tabs
President of CSUMB, Dr. Dianne to address main questions or con
Harrison explained her difficulties cerns and access to tools. Dr. Har
in obtaining furlough informa rison believes, "The website is only
tion. She stressed the new web as good as you maintain it." Design
site would "alleviate those kinds of ers will be meeting on a monthly
problems."
basis to reiterate changes, keeping
Prior to the unveiling of the the system current.
Designed to last the test of time,
website, designers gave its visi
tors a sneak peek as to what the indeed the redesign of the CSUMB
domain would entail. "The test website was a "labor of love," said Dr.
module looked better than the one Lenno. With the transition of 15,000
launched," said Pat Watson, ITCD pages, the website is currently un
Professor. He adds, "A number of der construction, but the kinks will
students don't find it impressive." be eliminated soon.
Barry White, senior, ITCD is a stu

J

"It's way more
modern looking, as
opposed to a website
from the 90s that was
never Huey,
updated,"
David
junior,said
CSIT
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Something New

Veteransat CSUMB
To Give Thanks For

From camoflauge green to blue jeans
The Harvest Dinner Changes

Keosha Griffiths, Staff Reporter
K6RlfFIWCSUM8.EDU

Sam Martinez, Staff Reporter
SMARTINEZi®CStJMB.EDU

Rambo is a student at Cal State Monterey Bay (CSUMB). Many veterans
are now full and part time college students. Ironically, as many are glad
to be out, they now attend college at a former Army base, Fort Ord.
CSUMB is now the center for education for many ex Marines, Army,
Air Force, Navy and Coast Guard members. All of these armed forces
members come from diverse backgrounds as the armed forces have a
huge variation in possible jobs.
A commonality from all branches of the service is being held
accountable for all your assigned duties which go hand and hand with
college life. Numerous veterans
are accustomed to strict lifestyles
where their assigned duties
usually involve millions of dollars
of equipment or could mean
the difference between life and
death. Due to high-strung work
environments, it is common for
veterans to develop anxiety disorders, yet after they separate the servic<
they can adapt quickly to a friendlier environment. When one first leave
the service and finds a job or begins school it is a new, usually far les
hostile, positive experience where they don't have to worry of bein<
scolded for doing something wrong. As Philosophy instructor Dr. Johi
Berteaux illustrated about his time in the Marines, "My overall militar
experience gave me a lot of confidence."
The Defense Language Institute is a place that often introduces activi
members to the Monterey bay area, many of which enjoy the scenf
beauty enough to come back after they separate the service. Som<
veterans at CSUMB are from different states that chose to make thi
home, where as others were born and raised in the local area and an
glad to be back.
The government takes care of its own, as almost all veterans benefi
from the Montgomery Gl bill or post 9/11 bill which covers tuitioi
costs and assistance with living costs. After separating the service, thi
loans and debt that most student may have isn't a concern; howeve;
all veterans are only allotted a certain amount of months of benefit
depending on their time in service, which acts as a motivator to finisl
schooling within the allotted time.
Veterans at CSUMB have a whole new set of priorities and problem;
some of which adapt well and other that decide that higher educatioi
isn't for them. One thing is for sure they are all happy to be dealim
with domestic problems rather than problems that could have gravconsequences.

The
government
takes care of
its own

Going away from home can be one of the hardest things to do in college,
but building a family of friends can be even harder. With the holiday
season right around the corner, especially Thanksgiving many students
will be thinking more of family at home, than their friends at school. But
there is a way to combine all that.This year, the Large Scale Programming
committee of Student Housing & Residential Life is partnering with
Sodexho to make this year's Harvest Dinner a more memorable
experience. The Harvest Dinner is a traditional Thanksgiving dinner, held
before Fall break, for the students in honor of Harvest season.
"When we were first throwing out ideas for Harvest dinner, they had
already been done and not worked in the past," said Megan Kauffman,
senior, Liberal Studie,s "but this year, we're going for a new approach."
Traditionally the Harvest Dinner has always been held in the University
Ballroom(UC ballroom), with a banquet style food such as turkey, stuffing
and mashed potatoes. All of that, including chances to win raffles, was
included in the price of two blocks to attend.
However, this year, Large Scale Programming and Sodexho have
something different in store for Harvest Dinner. "We wanted to make
this year's dinner bigger and better, but not actually bigger, but more
intimate" said Michael Neel, senior, TAT. The idea of making the Harvest
Dinner bigger is just in a way, not literally. The setting will be more
intimate so that students feel more welcome and get that "Home away
from home feeling."
One of the main changes made to the Harvest Dinner will be its change
of venue. The Harvest dinner will not be held in the University Ballroom
but instead in the Dining Commons (DC). One of the main reasons it was
moved to the DC was so that it would be more accessible to students
instead of having to walk to the UC ballroom.
"One of the reasons why I haven't gone to the Harvest Dinner since my
first year is because the food was horrible," said Jason Frank, senior, KIN,
"why would I pay 2-3 blocks for food that was horrible, when I can just go
to the DC?" Even though the Harvest Dinner will be held in the DC, the
food will not be "DC Food." Both Sodexho and Large Scale Programming
has pulled together to have food that is grander than the food normally
served at the DC.
"We want students to feel that they are coming to the Harvest Dinner
in the DC," said Neel, "not just going to the DC for Harvest Dinner." In
addition to the change of venue and menu, the Harvest Dinner will also
include changes to table scenery with table decorations, various raffle
experiences and even the lighting will be changed to make it a more
intimate setting for students to enjoy.
"This year we are hoping for a large turnout," said Jennifer Fleishcher,
senior, TAT, "That is one of the main reasons we are doing this for the
students, so they actually come to the Harvest Dinner." The Harvest
dinner takes place on Tuesday, Nov. 16. in the Dining Commons from
5p.m to 8p.m.

PHOTO PROVIDED
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Bishop Lectures On
Bridging Gaps
"What we are trying to do is help
the religions from killing each
other," said Bishop William E. Swing,
during his lecture at Cal State Mon
terey Bay (CSUMB) on Nov 1.
Bishop Swing president and
founder of the United Religions Ini
tiative (URI) an organization, which
sees the role of religion from a per
spective of understanding and ac
ceptance of all faiths. That message
of inclusion and diversity are the
reasons why President Diana Har
rison invited him to the university
campus.
Bridging the gaps between re
ligions by opening up interfaith
conversations has been URI's main
focus, "Religions today can no lon
ger just care about themselves,
they have to care about the rest
i of the people and all the diverse
L indigenous religions of the world,"

said Bishop Swing.
Bishop Swing reiterated that
the URI is not a religion; it is a
bridge building organization.
Formed in 2000, the
URI is a grass roots
organization
where
world
leaders, young
activists, teach
ers, and any sort
of pacifists from
diverse religions
participate
in
international
activities
that
influence posi
tive change. The
members
share
a common goal of
sympathy and compassion with
one another and, and according
to the URI website, they believe

in treating others as they would
want to be treated.
One of the greatest accomplish
ments of URI, according to Bishop
Swing has been
its peace building
efforts in Somalia,
Iraq, Sudan and
Congo during the
last 10 years.
Another exam
ple of URI's work
is the conference
organized by King
Abdul of Saudi
Arabia
where
Jews, Muslims and
Christians
came
together to find
paths to bringing peace
amongst religions, as reported by
the website of the Saudi Embassy
in the U.S.

We must learn to
listen to one
another the
conflict is more
than one
dimensional,
it is multi-cultural

Is the world
becoming more
interfaith oriented?

During his 26 years of service as
a Bishop of California, Rev. Swing
founded programs to improve the
life conditions of homeless and ec
onomically deprived communities
in the Bay Area. Now, as president
of URI, he extends his leadership
and peace building efforts at the
international level.
URI has been involved in concrete
actions like supporting the victims
of the Pakistani floods, while design
ing long-term programs directed to
address issues faced by the youth,
women and the environment. Par
ticularly of interest of college stu
dents, URI offers summer intern
ships that support URI's actions in 78
countries. The URI website also lists
other opportunities like the Young
Leaders Program that aims to con
necting youth through religion, and
the Youth Ambassadors Program

which challenges young leaders in
developing regions to create ser
vice projects in hopes of addressing
key local concerns. David Lansford,
Junior CSUMB attended the lecture
on Monday and said "It is always a
challenge initiating the church-state
conversation at a public institution."
He then went on to say "what I en
joyed most was hearing the differ
ent voices sharing the reading of
the preamble and the principles of
the United Faith Initiative." [sic] The
website also includes opportunities
for faculty to get involved in interna
tional service.
Cultural understanding and co
operation are key values in URI's ini
tiatives. "We must learn to respect,
and learn to listen to one another,
the conflict is more than one di
mensional, it is multi-cultural," said
Bishop Swing.

FacultyofIsue Dr. John Berteax,
TubaAbbasi, Staff Reporter
tabbasi@CSUMB.EDU

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
JDR. JOHN BERTEAX

I had no visions of
ever going to
college I was not a
very good student

Before he taught philosophy, Dr.
John Berteaux was a D student
with no interest in pursuing aca
demia. A self-proclaimed "reformed
bad student," Dr. Berteaux joined
the Marines a week after graduat
ing from high school. "It was an es
cape. It was an escape from a small
town. I had no visions of ever going
to college. I was not a very good
student. The Marine Corps gave me
a way out."
Suddenly, things changed.
Dr. Berteaux explains that the Ma
rine Corps taught him how to work.
He decided to take advantage of the
G.l. bill and was accepted to study at
San Diego State University (SDSU).
"I would literally memorize a course
in preparation for an exam. And this
was a blast. Man, I'd been in the Ma
rine Corps, so SDSU was a beautiful
place and it was easy to stud/'
But racial tensions from his past

infiltrated his lifestyle. After receiv
ing all A's at his first semester at
school, Dr. Berteaux suspected that
he was being graded more lenient
ly than other students on account
of his race. Dr. Berteaux's mentor,
Ted Warren, guided him through
his internal battles and ultimately
prevented him from dropping out
of college. He ended up graduating
with honors in 1973. He was then
admitted to University of California
- San Diego (UCSD) to complete a
Ph. D. in philosophy.
After a year and a half, Dr. Ber
teaux quit the Ph. D. program.
"I was intimidated by the stu
dents in my classes. I was an affir
mative action student. I grew up
in a society where you didn't see
blacks in a position of power or in
positions of esteem so those were
not possibilities for me. I was a bas
ketball player, that's it."

After quitting the program, Dr.
Berteaux went on to own a variety
of different businesses. In 1992,
once of his enterprises went out
of business. He began to reflect on
his passions and realized that his
love for philosophy had persisted
throughout the years. "There
were answers there for me." He
returned to UCSD with his tran
scripts and was re-accepted. Eight
years later, he graduated with a
Post Doctorate's degree.
Fast forward to the present. Dr.
Berteaux is regarded as one of
the most challenging teachers at
Cal State Monterey Bay (CSUMB).
Sarah Carroll, junior, HCOM said,
"He's engaging and funny. His class,
however, is no joke. The material
is difficult and you really have to
work at it to get this stuff." Another
student, Joshua Cole, junior HCOM
said, "Professor Berteaux's class has

been the most challenging class
I've taken in my four years here.
However, that is why I enrolled
in HCOM 301. Professor Berteaux
challenges his students to think
critical and ask question whenever
we are in doubt. There is no guar
antee that all his students will en
joy the class but they will definitely
finish the semester with a great un
derstand of philosophy."
Dr. Berteaux is also recognized
by faculty members at the school.
Dean Renee Curry commented, ""Dr.
Berteaux is one of the most beloved
faculty on campus. He is intelligent,
warm, thoughtful, collaborative,
accessible, and deeply witty. His
colleagues and his students enjoy
working with him immensely."
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MIDTERM
ELECTION
RESULTS
DEMOCRATIC GOVERNOR & CONGRESS SPLIT
Brandt Barstad, Staff Reporter
BBARSTAD@CSUMB.EDU

After the midterm elections, Dem
ocrats still maintain a majority
in the U.S. Senate, however their
U.S. House majority of 257 to 178
gained in 2008 has been lowered.
Barbara Boxer won the CA Senato race against Carly
Fiorina with 52 percent
to Fiorina's 42.6 per
cent. The CA Governor
race ended in victory
for Jerry Brown, lead
ing Republican Meg
Whitman 53.6 percent
to 41.3 percent. Billion
aire Whitman spent
a record $163 million
out of her own pocket.
Ever controversial
Proposition 19 did not pass, howev
er it did manage to maintain an ex
tensive following. The final poll re
sults had Prop. 19 down 46.1 to 53.9
leaving the possession, sale, and
cultivation of marijuana to continue
to remain illegal under CA state law.

Proposition 21 would have increased vehicle license fees in the state by
$18 a year in order to raise about $500 million a year in a dedicated fund
for the state's 278 parks. However, 41.9 percent of voters thought the 18
dollars were a small price to pay to have free admission and parking in any
CA state park; however, 58.1 percent of voters did not.
Environmentalists are pleased with the failure of Proposition 23 be
cause businesses must continue to be in compliance
with CA Assembly Bill 32. AB 32, or the "global warming
solutions act of 2006," sets restrictions on emissions and
plans to reach its restriction goals by the year 2020. The
final tally from the polls was 38.9 percent voting "yes"
and 61.1 voting "no."
Proposition 24, designed to promote tax fairness,
was not written to agree with a majority of voters in CA,
letting it fall with only 41.5 percent of voters for it com
pared to 58.5 percent of voters against it. With its failure,
businesses'ability to deduct losses in one year against in
come in more situations, to have their CA income based
on only one sales factor and to share its tax credits with
related businesses will not be changed.
Californian's decided they would like to have a budget on schedule for
the first time in over 23 years with Proposition 25's constitutional amend
ment, passing 54.8 percent to 45.2 percent. The previous two-thirds vote
requirement to pass the annual budget and budget-related materials
has been reformed to require only a simple majority of each house of the
State Legislature to send the bills to the Governor.

3 million

Californians
voted to

legalize

marijuana In
the November 2

election

Fn Fcnnnnl
Brandt Barstad, Staff Reporter
BBARSTAD@CSUMB.EDU

Despues de las elecciones legis
latives de mitad de periodo, los
democratas aun mantienen su mayoria en el Senado de los EE.UU., sin
embargo su dominio en la Camara
de Representantes se redujo de 257
escahos adquiridos en 2008 a 178.
Barbara Boxer gano con 52 por
ciento la contienda por el Senado
de California contra la republicana
Carly Fiorina quien obtuvo 42,6 por
ciento de los votos.
E! democrata Jerry Brown termino victorioso ganando la gobernacion de California contra la lider
republicana Meg Whitman con un
53,6 por ciento de los votos. Whit
man, la multimillonaria mujer de
negocios. perdid la competencia a
pesar de que puso en la campana

RESULTADOS DE LA ELECCIONES
$163 millones de su propio bolsillo. un fondo especial de $500 millones
La Proposicion 19, popular en- al atio destinado a 278 parques del
tre los jovenes, no fue aprobada, estado. Sin embargo, solo el 41,9
sin embargo, mantuvo un apoyo por ciento de los votantes considero justo apoyar la
extenso. Los resultados finales
iniciativa de conde los puestos de
tribuir 18 dolares
para tener acceso
votacioh de diV
eron solo un 46,1
y parqueo graa la Proposicion
tuito en cualquier
19. El "No' obtuvo
parque del estado
53,9 por ciento.
' ' ' ; ‘
de California.
Con estos resultaLos ecologistas
dos la posesion,
estan
contentos
venta y cultivo
con el fracaso de la
de marihuana seguira siendo ilegal Proposicion 23 que propone a las
bajo la ley del estado de California. empresas seguir cumpliendo con
La Proposicion 21 proponia co- el Proyecto de Ley 32. El proyecto
brat una tasa anual de $ 18 por licen- de Ley 32, tambien llamado de
cia de vehiculos con e! fin de crear la Acto 2006 para solucionar el

calentamiento global," establece
restricciones a las emisiones y planea alcanzar mayores objetivos
DE restriccion para el atio 2020. El
recuento final de las urnas fue de
38,9 por ciento de votos "si" y 61,1
por ciento de votos "no".
La mayoria de los votantes
en California se opusieron a la
Proposicion 24, disetiada para promover la equidad fiscal. Solo un
41,5 por ciento de los votantes la
apoyaron contra 58.5 por ciento de
suportes. Con su fracaso, las empre
sas continuan teniendo ceditos fiscales sobre la base de unico factor
de las ventas.
La Proposicion 24, fue disetiado
para promover la equidad fiscal. No
fue escrito estat de acuerdo con la

mayoria de los votantes en Califor
nia, que la dejo caer con solo 41,5
por ciento de los votantes para que,
en comparacion con 58.5 por cien
to de los votantes en contra..
Los californianos decidieron
que sus legisladores deben tener
una fecha limite para pasar el presupuesto estatal, por primera vez
en mas de 23 atios. La Proposicion
25 paso con un 54,8 por ciento de
votos contra un 45,2 por ciento.
Con esta proposicion se reforma
el requisito anterior en el cual solo
dos tercios de la legislatura podia
aprobar el presupuesto anual , y
desde ahora, solamente una mayoria simple de cada camara de la
Legislatura podra enviar las cuentas al Gobernador.
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Controversy Over t
Erin O'Bryant, Staff Reporter
EOBRYANT@CSUMB.EDU

Cars drive up and down the park
ing lot rows trying to find a spot.
Target is the closest it has ever
been to its maximum capacity of
guests that can be in the store at
one time. Prices are marked down
but there is nothing left on the
shelves after nine a.m. It must be
Black Friday.
Black Friday is an event held
the day after Thanksgiving. It is
celebrated by North America and
countries who don't even take part
in Thanksgiving. Many take part in
the event to do all or most of their
holiday shopping.
Retailer record books were no
longer recorded in red signifying
loss, but in black signifying gain.
The amount of gain retailers get
on that particular Friday led to the
term "Black Friday."
Almost every store participates in

the dropping of prices but not ev
ery person joins in on the spending.
Buy Nothing day is made for those
who want nothing to do with the
shopping craze.
Buy Nothing Day is a campaign
against consumerism. The cam
paign was started in September
1992 by Ted Dave, an artist in Van
couver, Canada. Ad Busters
magazine tagged along
and started promot
ing it. It started as
a day to examine
over
consump
tion and was
moved to Black
Friday in 1997. A
day where consum
erism and over con
sumption is at its finest.
Numerous events are created
all over the world to promote

and support Buy Nothing Day. Ac
cording to the campaigns page
on adbusters.org volunteers stand
in shopping malls with a pair of
scissors. Their purpose is to cut up
credit cards of anyone who decides
to stop piling up the interest rates
and debt on their cards. Others
start conga lines of at least nine
people pushing shop
ping carts but buying
nothing.
Jonathan Finch,
junior, ENVS is
not a part of Buy
Nothing but does
not go out. "I
don't think waking
up early and wait
ing in line is worth the
money saved, "said Finch.
To other students like Melanie
Ngo, senior, ENVS Black Friday is a

day of extreme importance. "Wait
ing in line for items that are half
off once a year are [SIC] well worth
the wait." said Ngo who gets in line
for Black Friday a few hours after
finishing her Thanksgiving meal.
"With the extra money I can buy
myself a new pair of Nikes."
With supporters like Ngo it is ob
vious why Black Friday is attended
by so many. Last year The Wall
Street Journal reported that over
195 million people participated in
Black Friday shopping online and
in stores. 42.1 Billion was spent by
the end of the weekend.
Popular stores on Black Friday
like Best Buy and Target have par
ticipants lining up at two a.m. or
earlier. The limited supply of items,

like televisions under $300 that
normally run for $500 or more is
hard for some to resist.
Spending on Black Friday is in
evitable to some and avoidable to
others. Whether you are charging
your credit card or cutting it up is
up to you.
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The Beer

Mile

PROMOTING THE TECHNICOLOR
YAWN SINCE 1990
Brandt Barstad, Staff Reporter
BBARSTAD@CSUMB.EDU

In the world of underground
sporting events, The Beer Mile
combines muscular and cardio
vascular strength and endur
ance are combined with copious
amounts of alcoholic beverages in
a way similar to no other event.
Referred to officially as "di
gestive athletes,"the un
common competitors
of the sauced sixteen
hundred meter race
can be found across
the globe.
With roots ranging
from New England to
Florida, the race origi
nally titled the "chunder"
mile maintains its rules and
records on the official online web
site Beermile.com. The first of the
official ten rules outlines the main
idea of the event; a competitor
drinks four full cans of any ap
proved beer -malt liquor of at least
five percent alcohol content- and
runs four laps on a standard track,
alternating between drinking and
running throughout the race.
There is no set location for the
beer mile to take place. This is due
to its continuing survival as an un
derground event, leaving a world of
local school and community tracks

to be invaded by ripped runners making and breaking
records all year round. The current all-time recorded
record, some if not most races re main incognito due
to the event's lacking legality, was set by a thirty nine
year old British Colombian man by the name of Jim Fin
layson with a time of five minutes and twenty seconds.
Outstanding athletic ability is not a necessity to
participate in a beer mile; however, an athletic
background could do no harm. Running,
though, is only half the race. The abil
ity to consume and keep down 50 fluid
ounces of brewed beverages can make
or break an athlete's race. Keeping the
liquid down is an important aspect of
the event, for if one vomits, whether it
is a projectile stream or a sinus soaked
in stomach acid, a penalty lap must be
added. Once a competitor vomits, only a
single penalty lap can be added to the initial
four, allowing the competitor to vomit freely upon the
initial up-chuck.
Athlete Lucas Siedlecki, a junior and a business ma
jor, plays in the local Thunder Bay roller hockey league
with games located just off campus at the Water City
Roller Hockey Rink. When asked about participating in
an event such as the Beer Mile, he said. "I would defi
nitely participate in it; I would love to mix athletics and
my love of partying together basically just to see how I
would do."
Locally, the concept of a beer mile is taken quite posi
tively, an event many Cal State Monterey Bay students
have been training so hard for; one wouldn't expect to
have this event strike any less influence to those under
the influence.

/Most races remai
ingognito due to
the event's lacking legality

Ripped
runners
making and
breaking
records all
year roung
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DECEMBER PEOPLE
SPARK SOME
HOLIDAY CHEER
ENJOY CHRISTMAS CLASSICS
WITH A TWIST
PHOTO PROVIDED BY
THE DI (EMBER PEOPLE

Christy Khoshaba, StaffReporter
(KHOSHABA^ SUMR.HXJ

It's time to rethink your Christmas
classics as December People rock
out to holiday melodies on Nov. 13
at the World Theater of Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB).
The World Theater and HIPPO FM
104.3 have partnered to present
the five man band, December
People. The winning artists of the
Indie-Music Award take Christmas
carols and add their own flare by
developing a personal sound,
influenced by bands like led Zepplin,

U2, Queen, ZZ Top, and Santana.
"Think TV's CSI theme song by
The Who, we grabbed the best
parts and put them into Joy to
the World," said Robert Berry, the
group's founder, lead vocalist and
bass player.
The band also uses lyrics from
songs by The Who, like Pinball
Wizard and My Generation. "You
have to be a bit of a rock historian
to hear them all," said Berry.
Constructing this distinctive

music takes place in the month of
March and proves to be initially
challenging, "but once we get
started it just starts to explode
and then the songs slowly meld
into legitimate rock music with a
holiday spirit," said Berry.
With a new release of their
album, "Rattle & Humbug,” the band
is gearing up for performances. "To
play at smaller venues and bring
the joy of rockin' holiday music to
cities across the U.S." is one goal of

December People, said Berry.
As for their visit to the World
Theater, "It's a different kind of
concert than what the World
Theater normally puts on," said
Joan Weiner, News and Public
Information Officer.
An additional goal of December
People is to end hunger in the
communities they visit. Berry
said the band "always ties their
performances into a charity,
preferably the food banks in each
town we play in."
With every five cans of human or
animal food one donates, the sale of
the ticket will be cut in half from 20
dollars to ten dollars.

Canned foods will benefit the
Food Banks of Monterey and San
Benito Counties as well as the SPCA.
Joseph Cardinalh, director of the
World Theater, believes, "This is a
great way to start your own holiday
tradition by giving back to the
community."
Decked out in suede black
blazers and with holiday liveliness,
December People will perform their
Christmas classics with the hopes of
spreading holiday cheer and meals
for both individuals and animals.
In acting upon this, participants
will partake in a venture, as
Cardinalli believes, to be "different
and traditional."

PHOTOS PROVIDED

. „ Return To Spend
Butterfly Town USx)
Ashley Rourk, Staff Reporter
AROURKijtCSUMB.EDU

"The
Pacific
Grove
Police
Department continues to enforce
strict regulations that prohibit the
"molestation of butterflies." The fine?
$1,000, according to the City of
Pacific Grove website.
Pacific
Grove,
nicknamed
"Butterfly Town U.S.A.," has always
welcomed the butterflies and sought
for their protection. "America's Last
Hometown" is famous for housing
the Monarch Butterfly during the
fall and winter months. The annual
migration is celebrated through the
yearly Butterfly Parade, a tradition
which dates back to 1939.
Tens of thousands of Monarchs
descend upon Pacific Grove in
order to survive the winter. It is

the particular microclimate that
enables the Monarchs to survive.
The climates is neither too cold to
kill the butterflies nor so hot that
it causes the butterflies to waste
valuable energy while flying.
The migration is deemed unique
and mysterious, by the Pacific
Grove website and the Chamber
of Commerce, because of the fact
that no one is quite certain how the
butterflies know to migrate to the
Pacific Grove area.
Jack Beigle, docent at the
sanctuary said, "Monarch migrate
alone and the Monarchs that
migrate to Pacific Grove each year
have never been there before."
According to the Chamber of
Commerce Monarch Butterfly
leaflet, scientists believe that they

rely on magnetic fields or the
position of the sun or it may just
be pure genetic instinct in order to
find their way.
The annual Monarch migration,
referred to as a phenomenon,
attracts spectators from all over the
world. An unidentified tourist from
Sacramento visiting the sanctuary
said, "It is really pretty impressive.
They look like brown leaves until
they spread their wings and expose
their extraordinary orange markings."
Annie Holdren, an employee at
the Pacific Grove Museum of Natural
History said, "it is a big tourist
attraction." The Monarch's reside
amongst the pines and eucalyptus
trees and visitors come from miles
around to experience the Monarch
Grove Butterfly Sanctuary, which

consists of thousands of butterflies
clustered together on the trees in
thick bunches. Once warmed by the
morning sun they spread their wings
which display their vibrant markings.
Tama Oliver, employee of the
Pacific Grove Museum of Natural
History, said, "last year we counted
8,537 visitors during the formal
season with a peak of 3,785 in
November when we have the most
Monarchs in residence." The Pacific
Grove Museum of Natural History
counts attendance only during the
hours that a docent is present which
makes the actual number of visitors
substantially higher.
The Cal State Monterey Bay
community is fortunate enough to
have "one of nature's most incredible
spectacles"according to seemonterey.

com, right in their own back yard.
Adam Greene, Senior, HCOM, said,
"I've seen it and it's insane, I can't
even describe how amazing it looks."
The annual Monarch migration
is endangered. Beigle shed light
on the issue stating that the
Monarchs themselves are not on
the endangered list. However,
their habitat is severely declining
do to the constant pressures of
coastal development and the
decreasing space.
As a result, the Monarch migration
is being affected. The phenomenon
is a must see and the sanctuary is
free. The Monarch Grove Butterfly
Sanctuary invites visitors to visit,
watch, admire and take Monarch
butterfly photos and videos, so long
as they don't touch.
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Join in the Festivities Celebrating 35 Years

3 GREAT EVENTSS
Celebrity Friday, November 12,6-9pm
Arboles Sports Complex, 294 Hillcrest Avenue
Softball Game Los
BBQ Fundraiser and exhibition softball game
CSUMB Athletes vs Local Movers & Players
Fundraiser for the Los Arboles Sports Complex
$ 10 for BBQ Dinner (Bring 2 cans of food and get $3 off dinner)
Supports the Thomas Carmen Food Pantry

Birthday Saturday, November 13, IO-3pm
Arboles Sports Complex, 294 Hillcrest Avenue
at the Park Los
FREE Family Fun, Free Birthday Cake & Ice Cream!
Contests, Games, & Live Entertainment
International Performances Celebrating Marina's Diversity
Ethnic Food Booths & Local Arts and Crafts
Climbing Rock Wall, Dunk Tank & Field Day Activities
WildThings Animals from around the World Showcase
Petting Zoo, Pony Rides, Military, Motorcycle & Classic Car Show Display,,, & More

Taking it Back Saturday, November 13,8-1 i pm
Multi-purpose Room, Hillcrest Avenue
to I97S ALosTieArboles
Dye TV, Dinner & Disco Dance Party Fundraiser (Ail Ages)
DJ Mix “N” Spin, LA. Comedian Aaron Westly Live Band Touch'd Too Much
"That 70s Fashion Show" & Contest, Prizes!
$20 per personZ$35 per couple ONLY 250 Tickets Available
Fire dancing at 7pm ♦ Doors open 7:30pm
Food Donated from Local Restaurants & Grocers

For Info cotl 83 t-521-1089 or www.Morina35xom
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ART BY ANGELICA MURO

Martin Hardenberger, Staff Reporter
MHARDENBERGERijtfCSllMB.EDU

"I never had any real problems until
a couple of years ago," said painter
Ernest Baber, 61. Baber is making
some extra money bartending
at Ody's Tavern in Carmel. The
sagging economy has made it hard
for Baber to make a living solely
from his paintings. Baber is not
alone. Carmel, famous for its rich
art history and many galleries, is
the home of numerous artists. Now
they are battling for survival.
When visiting Ody's Tavern one
is most likely to discover Baber is
the artist behind most paintings in
the room. The walls are covered
by still life paintings. In one, a
lone Heineken bottle rests atop an
empty bar table. Despite Baber's
artistic talent, his business could go
better; he is not selling as much as
he would like. A local patron Charles
Boleky is upset, "Why is someone as
old as my grandpa serving drinks
until 2 a.m. in the morning when it
is obvious he's an achieved artist."
The battle for jobs in the industry
is stiff. Just as accomplished artists,
younger generations face difficulty
looking for employment. VPA

alumni Kati Bjerke had to search
for five months before she was
hired as the membership and event
coordinator at the Monterey History
and Art Association. "It has been
trial and tribulation repeatedly,"
Bjerke said, explaining her efforts to
find a job in the art industry.
Carmel and its_____ __
neighboring
towns
have ,
housed'
many famous
artists such as
impressionists
Armin
Carl
Hansen
and
William Ritschel
and
tonalist
Francis McComas as
well as world-know photographer
Ansel Adams. According to
HistoricMonterey.com the creativity
is still flourishing, "This artistic
tradition continues, with the studios
of hundreds of working artists
scattered around the county."
People travel across the country
to purchase art in Carmel, "They
come here to find you," said Baber.
This has been the case for many
years. Due to the San Francisco
Earthquake in 1906, Carmel saw

many new residents. Among the
people escaping the multicultural
city were artists of various kinds.
The ocean views of Carmel were
considered attractive and the town
became a popular residence for
artists trying to express themselves.
However, rough financial times
make for a brutal
reality for most
people
in
the
art business. As
consumers pinch
their
pennies
to save money,
art becomes a
secondary priority.
"People don't need
art, it's a luxury," said
Tony
Vanderploeg,
owner of Gallerie Amsterdam.
Artist Gail Niebrugge thinks
the poor economy has big impact
on the art industry as a whole.
"Collectors will be few, and the few
who collect will continue to make
purchases but with more care and
discernment. Competition for those
dollars will be fierce, and only the
best quality works from dedicated,
committed artists will prevail."
With the economy and art
industry as it is, Cal State Monterey

Artstudents
hopefora
brighter future

Bay (CSUMB) Professor and artist
Angelica Muro has concern for
her student's future. "Some have
already taken jobs in non-profit
arts organizations, but those
opportunities are few and far
between. I can see my students
engaging in social practices and
community activism. I can also see
many of them making opportunities
for themselves by starting project
spaces of their own."
Some art students are not too
optimistic about their post-college
job opportunities in the art industry.
Rebecca Danvers, sophomore VPA,
once had hopes of going into the
business of fine arts after finishing
her university studies. Her interest
changed to what she called the
"more practical" graphic design.
The switch of focus was caused by
the uncertain economic reality that
comes with being an artist, "I see no
structure," said Danvers.
Also Danvers describes art as not
being a "necessity," she just as others
mention that to be the reason
why it is hard to make a living of
solely that. Her professor agrees,
"The business of art has always
been tricky, meaning that making a
living from just art production isn't

realistic for most practicing artists,"
said Muro.
The negative trends impact
everybody in the industry. The
rough economy forces people
to consume less and cut back
on art; this leads to budget cuts
and closings of galleries and
exhibitions. The closures of these
outlets and the missed opportunity
to exposure, keep artists from
making money.
In hope of helping potential
future artists reach their goals
Working Hard As Artists Together
(W.H.A.A.T) was created at
CSUMB. W.H.A.A.T is a group that
host biweekly meetings to make
creativity flourish at the ocean-side
institution of academia.
Despite the hard economic times
Muro still sees a positive aspects
of the area "I see many young
emerging artists taking a vested
interest in opportunities for artists
locally. They want to experience
many contemporary practices that
would not only bring something
new to the area, but also sustain
their interests locally through
collaborative partnerships and
independent project spaces."
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Escape with A
Weekend of Wine

& Volume
Chris Rankin, Staff Reporter
CRANKINraCSUMB.EDU

Ashley Rourk, Staff Reporter
AROURK@CSUMB.EDU
November is the start of holiday
season, the time of year that is
dedicated to family, friends, good
wine, and great food. Monterey
County kicks off November with
the 14th Annual Great Wine Es
cape Weekend, Nov. 12-14.
The Great Wine Escape has a
plethora of events to choose from
at various locations throughout
Monterey County.
Barrel tast
ing and appetizers
ers at
the
Monterey
Bay
Aquarium offers the
unique opportuni
ty to sample new
vintages straight
from the barrel.
Wine enthusiast
signature wine
maker dinner al
lows patrons to
enjoy a five course
meal paired with Pinot
Noirs straight Monterey
County. Culinary showcases fea
ture interactive demonstrations
while enjoying lunch. In addition,
winery open houses waive tast
ing fees for the weekend long
festivities which gives people the

L

opportunity to "meet the faces be
hind Monterey county wines."
Monterey County boasts 175
unique vineyards and has begun
to draw a new generation of wine
lovers. "The region leaps with
character and diversity that con
tinue to meet consumer taste pref
erences and quality standards,"
according to the Monterey Wine
Country website.
Carmel Hills Winery is
happy to be a featured
winery during the
Great Wine Escape
Weekend. Garry
Stern,
tasting
; room manager
for Carmel Hills
said being fea
tured "helps us
because we are
brand new." The win
ery has been making
wine for ten years, but just
recently opened the door to their
tasting room in May of this year.
The Great Wine Escape Week
end will get people to "come in
and discover our great wines and
know our name," said Stern.

County
\Nfines

J

Ventana Winery, on the other
hand, has participated in the
Great Wine Escape every year
since it started 14 years ago. Bar
bara Pluth, tasting room manager,
said, "the event has something for
anyone who loves fine wine and
food. We particularly like the
Winemaker dinner and the op
portunity to partner with a fabu
lous chef in the area."
The weekend long wine based
events offer the opportunity for
those who attend to immerse
themselves in all things wine re
lated. Pluth said, "at the end of
the 3 days we have made lots of
new friends who now appreciate
that Monterey County as a fabu
lous wine region and can't wait
to return!"
40 wineries throughout Mon
terey County open the doors to
their tasting rooms for guests of
the Great Wine Escape Weekend.
Patrons get to partake in the art
of wine and meet the actual wine
growers that make up the Mon
terey wine region. Tickets range
from $95 to $175 depending on
the event.

Photo Provided

AveyTare
Down There
No matter how many times your little
sister tries to explain to me why Animal
Collective is cool, I will never agree with
her. Sure their older work sucks a little
less, but as a whole, I just do not get
those 2 legit 2 quit bros with the funny
stage names.
Now you can imagine how surprised I was to find out how much
I truly enjoyed Animal Collective's lead singerAvey Tare’snew solo
album Down There. It really is everything I've ever wanted out of an
Animal Collective album. It lacks drawn out simple loops, and almost
entirely cuts out the'hipper than thou" feedback noises that Animal
Collective has littered throughout most of their albums.
Down There grew out of a negative emotional roller coaster Mr.
Tare has been riding for a few years. In an interview with Pitchfork he
said "(The recordl primar ily comes from being bummed out - which, I
felt like in the past two years. I've had a darker time."
The album has its lulls, but as a whole it is a complete piece of
work. The stand out tracksare the album's opener "Laughing Hiero
glyphic", and "Cemeteries" where Mr. Tare's voice sounds like he is
singing at the bottom of a pool filled with failed promises and broken
dreams.
Down There is less accessible than newer Animal Collective and
much, much harder to wrap your ears aiound... Trust me, that is a
very good thing.

Perfume Genius
Learning
In this space I would normally review
a film of great importance to you and
the rest of society. However, sometimes
there comes a piece of music that makes
you question yourself and existence in
general. Perfume Genius'album Learning
is one of those albums.
The first listen through this album made me mad at its creator.Mike
Hadreas. I don’t like feeling anything (as is evident by the empty bot
tle ofquaaludessittmg next to me), let alone feeling the way he made
me feel. Take for example tiack number three, "Mr.Peterson," a song
which describes a teacher thatHadreashad had—"He let me smoke
weed in his truck/ If I could convince him I loved him enough"— the
last word was repeated just enough times to make you hang on the
word choice. What the fuck was enough for Mr. Peterson? The song
continues to explain that Mr. Peterson made him a Joy Division tape
with part of it missing. These are not facts that lend themselves to
fantasy. However, it is not the thinly veiled autobiographical refer
ence to a potentially inappropriate relationship with a teacher that
knotted my insides. Instead, it is the indifference with which he sings
the words. "I hope there's room for him up above, or down below,”
Heaven or hell...rape or romance...eh, who's keeping score anyway?
Nevertheless, pick this album up and give it a nice hard listen. As a
matter of fact, use its lyrics in the emails you will undoubtedly have
to write to your professors because of the classes you will miss due to
vour newly shattered emotions.
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Looks to
the Playoffs
Sam Pereira, Copy Editor
SPEREIRAKSUMB.EDU

Martin Hardenberger, Staff Reporter
MHARDENBERGERgCSUMB.EDU

John Jackson came back to Cal
State Monterey Bay (CSUMB) for
his last year wanting to win. "This
is my final shot," said Jackson. On
Oct. 12, the 23-year-old golfer won
The Interwest Wildcat Classic at
Chico State University making him
the number one golfer in NCAA Di
vision II Men's Golf.
However, as many athletes have
experienced, you get good and
bad breaks. During his freshmen
year, Jackson walked on the team,
being the last player out of three
to qualify. Jackson chose to attend
CSUMB because it was one out of
few institutions offering walk-on
spots to the golf team.
After not playing his first year,
Jackson injured a finger his sopho
more year which kept him from
competing a second consecutive
year. Poor play and injuries led to
an ultimatum. "I had to tell him, if
you don't get any better, I will have
to cut you off the team," said for
mer Men's Golf Coach Bill Paulson.
After his sophomore year, Jackson went home to San Diego
with only one thing on his mind;
he wanted to earn a spot on the
team. "I just took it to heart, he
[Coach Paulson] was kickin' me off;
I wasn't good enough," said Jackson. The coming summer Jackson
practiced eight hours a day, six
days a week.
"He really responded well, he
came back a 100 percent better,"
said Coach Paulson. The fall of
2007, Jackson played his first tour-

nament of the school year (Chico).
Jackson took second place and let
his fellow competitors know he
was somebody to worry about.
Jackson had become a key
player to the Otters. As a senior,
one of his best moments would
come in the spring of 2010 at the
CCAA Championship, a win. Jason
----Owen, current Men's Golf Coach,
guid^ckhim to the win. "He pretty
much ftddied for me the last two

PHOTO PROVIDED BY OTTER ATHLETICS

rounds," said Jackson. Owen's ex
perience as a professional golfer
was key to Jackson's win. Owen
pushed Jackson to an almost pain
ful focus. "After Conference (CCAA)
I had the worst headache of my
life," Jackson said. Yet, the pain was
worth the glory and Jackson had
learned from his mentor.
Coming into the fall of 2010,
Jackson thought he was done with
college golf. Yet, he felt like he was
"cheated out of the experience"
only playing three out of four pos
sible years due to injury. Therefore
it was a pleasant surprise when
he was told he could come back
and play another year thanks to
a medical grey-shirt. "Technically,
I am now playing my sophomore
year," Jackson said. The "bonus"
year got off to a good start, "Look
what happened."
As of today, Jackson takes on
an important role both as a player
and a leader for the Otters. "He's
without a doubt the most reliable
golfer on our team,"said teammate
David Milligan, junior. Business.

Senior captain Warren Freeman,
Psychology, sat in Coach Rob Bish
op's office, looking at cards from
Coach Bishop's daughter's class, de
ciding which one to keep. The Cal
State Monterey Bay (CSUMB) men's
basketball team recently participat
ed in Red Ribbon Week where they
spoke to students at Marshall Ele
mentary School about drug aware
ness and nutrition. Another team
bonding experience to prepare
the men for their upcoming season
where expectations are high and
team morale is even higher.
During a scrimmage versus Notre
Dame de Namur, on Sat. Oct. 30, spir
its were high and jokes were flying.
"You don't need to foul that guy, you
saw him on the [stationary] bike, you
know he's not faster than you,"Coach
Bishop barked at Freeman.
This
light-hearted
attitude
doesn't take away from the fact
that this year's team has high hopes
for the season. "We plan on mak
ing the playoffs," said Freeman, but
senior captain Ian Hosford, HCOM,
has other plans. "I would like the
team to finish in the top four so
we can have a home playoff game,"
said Hosford.
Coach Bishop called on the
youth of last year's team for their
decrease in wins, and this year's
team is even younger. "Any time
you bring in that many freshman,
doesn't matter how good they are,
you're gonna struggle," said Bishop
about last season.
One game the team and the
campus community are looking
forward to is a matchup at Stanford.
Freeman said the team is preparing
by working on different offensive
schemes, but Coach Bishop is un
sure whether this game will be a
good benchmark to gauge the tal

ent of the team. Stanford is bigger,
and rebounding will be a struggle,
Bishop reiterated.
Hosford is preparing by listen
ing to the coaches and doing what
they say. "The coaching staff does a
pretty good job at letting us know
what we need to do as a team, as
well as individually," he said.
The Otters usually bond over a
good meal and good conversation.
"A lot of [the team] comes over to
eat my food," said Freeman. "Espe
cially [Kyle Wong, Freshman, Kiniseology], he eats everything, but we
hang out a lot we're close as a team."
The players are most looking for
ward to the road trips this season.
"The guys get to bond. Win or lose,
we always have fun," said Hosford.
"Free food," Freeman added.
The team will face immense chal
lenges in the deep California Colle
giate Athletic Association (CCAA).
Coach Bishop once referred to the
league as the "Big East of Division
II," referring to the toughest confer
ence in major Division I basketball.
The unanimous rival of the Ot
ter's men's basketball team is San
Francisco State. "Not only are
they the closest to us," Hosford
explained, "but I don't like them."
CSUMB faces San Francisco State
on Sunday Nov. 21 at 4 p.m. in the
Otter Sports Center.
"I'll take this one," Freeman said
as he exited Coach Bishop's office,
choosing the card from the second
grade class that appealed to him.
Playoffs in sight, the Otters still save
time for relief from the combina
tion of classes and basketball.
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It's November and the nights in Lake Tahoe are cold with temperatures
falling into the teen's. A few storms have hit, bringing the rain and frost to
the mountains; It's almost time for snow season.
Before even hitting the road that leads to the mountains, a prepared car
is crucial.This means it's equipped with four wheel drive or tire chains. Ac
cording to caldrive.com all routes that lead through the Sierra mountain
area have mandatory chain requirements. Chains are not only required
during winter, but if they are not on it can result in a fine.
After the car is prepared, it is time to pack the skis and poles, or snow
board.There are several types of skis and snowboards that can be brought
up to the mountains. A mid-priced pair of skies or a snowboard are ideal
for those who do not go up to the snow very often.
If one does not have their own skis, board, boots, etc. renting is always an
option. Stores like REI rent out skis and snowboards, which can be taken up
to the mountain. Renting is also available at the resorts, though it's pricier.
Once the car is ready and packed it is time to get dressed. Since snow
season runs from December until April the clothing of choice varies. Ac
cording to Aaron an employee of Porters Sports in Lake Tahoe, "Dress in
layers because it could be cold or it could be super warm hear." Some
people wear four or more layers while others just wear two layers. This
depends on how hot or cold someone gets during physical activity.
Gloves, scarves, facemasks and helmets are all optional. Though dur
ing the winter no gloves could result in frost bite. Never forget a pair of
sunglasses or goggles. The reflection of the sun off the snow can not only
hurt your eyes, but cause them permanent damage in the long term.
Most first timers don't realize that the sun can be extremely harmful even
during overcast. Aaron recommends wearing sunscreen along with sunglass
es. "You need it more so in the mountains then you would at the beach."
While on the slope, keeping hydrated and making sure your body has
full energy is very important. Make sure to eat a good lunch and drink
water or Gatorade throughout the day. Kevin Smith, a former skin in
structor, said "The majority of people we pull off the mountain are sick
because of dehydration."
One of the most important things while learning to ski or snowboard is
to stay positive. Aaron's advice for first timers is to "Bring a great attitude
and don't be afraid to challenge yourself. And also bring a sense of humor
because your gonna fall on your butt sometimes."
Now that the basics are covered, it's time to hit the road. Show off those
moves or enroll in a ski or snowboard school session. Whatever the deci
sion, make sure to enjoy the season.

Befor e you he ad to the mou ntain s th is year ma ke sure you are pre pa red

Get in Gear, Snow t
Seasons Almost Here
The 24

Man

Improvements Continue
to Sports Programs
Sam Pereira, Copy Editor
SPEREIRA@CSUMB.EDU

I have attended Cal State Mon
terey Bay (CSUMB) for almost
two and a half years now and
throughout the years I have seen
my fair share of improvements to
the campus and those who have
been here longer can attest to
the changes they have seen. The
food at the new Dining Commons
is way better than before, and
the old library is not even com
parable to the new one. In these
short years where freshman year
seems like it was forever ago, but
some memories feel like yesterday,
these improvements are vast.
This year CSUMB made another
impressive improvement. The in
tramural sports are better than
ever. I have a very long history of
playing intramural sports on cam
pus. I have played, 3 on 3 bas
ketball, 5 on 5 basketball, indoor
soccer, outdoor volleyball, indoor
volleyball,
flag
football, bowling
league and bowl
ing tournaments.
In previous years,
the sports were
usually
disorga
nized, players kept
their own scores
and called their
own fouls and
violations, and the
attempt at outdoor volleyball led
to the two teams that showed up
playing for the championship.
These meek attempts at intramu
ral sports have led to this: organiza
tion, referees, a dodge ball league,
a bowling league, scoreboards, and

numerous other improvements
that have led to the enjoyment of
these sports by myself and many
others. I was surprised the first
day I walked in to play intramural
indoor volleyball and a scoreboard
was in use with a time limit and the
correct score.
The sports teams at CSUMB have
also been improving. With the lack
of funds for recruiting players, the
teams at CSUMB are still mostly
young teams that will be better
given a couple years time. For ex
ample, the men's soccer team, ac
cording to the roster, had 14 fresh
men this year. Although they were
only able to achieve a record of one
win, 14 losses and two ties, they
should be able to improve as the
team grows physically as well as
cohesively.
Historically, our sports teams
have been bad, we have a gym
that borders on
the smaller side
and
intramu
rals have been
inexplicably
bad. These new
improvements
that
CSUMB
has made as a
sports program
will only contin
ue to progress.
CSUMB is only 16 years old and giv
en a couple more years we won't be
teenagers anymore, which means
it's about time to grow up. And we
are definitely on our way to grow
ing some hair on our chin.

This year CSUMB
made another
impressive
improvement The
intramural sports are
better than ever
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Confessions of a Compulsive
Consumer

OPINION

Hidden Price behind the
Prettv Clothes in Your Closet
Tuba Abbasi, Staff Reporter
TABBASI@CSUMB.EDU

I hate consumerism. Herds of people infiltrate shopping malls to accumu one talks the talk, n^fc^walksfine tee, the average Ann Taylor Chinese
garment worker makes 14 cents an
late unnecessary objects to satisfy their need for consumption. Corpo walk. If you're a fan of
rate America has convinced the public that commodities pave the way for ment, wear a shirt that is associated hour and works 96 hours a week.
I understand that it's difficult, es
happiness and the acquisition of materials is a measure of success. And with the green crusade! If you want
pecially
as a poor college student,
to
help
out
the
third
world,
grab
who could forget the horrors of last Black Friday - people being trampled
some shirt with the peace sign in to resist cheaper clothing. So I
over in the pursuit of... plastic, metal, and cloth?
jfound a way of justifying my habits.
I love consumerism. I am a parsimonious spender, always searching signia and you're good to go!
Wearing the cause doesn't makej tShop at thrift stores! Money isn't refor the highest quality for the cheapest price. You'll never see me in the
? fueled into Corporate America, I'm
same outfit twice. Corporate America has convinced me that self-indul you a part of it.
Most of the people who "buy"./not supporting the overseas ship
gent clothing and retail therapy are necessary for my contentment. Life is
ping industry, and I'm not contribtough, but at least I have a wonderful scarf collection. And dress collec into the clever humanitarian
green marketing schemes dojfl uting sweatshops. I can go to sleep
tion. And skirt collection. Oh, and then there's my coats. Uh...
Here's the thing: I am morally inconsistent. I relish in the idea of aban even realize how detrimental tbjfeir t without a heavy conscience.
doning all my possessions in a Thoreau-like quest for the transcendental consumerism is to the causes j|O|& But any way you spin it, ethical
meaning of life. I also recognize the environmentally hazardous effects claim to endorse. See, yout|G<>liconsumerism is still consumerism.
of consumption along with the disgusting nature of sweatshop labor. I GREEN! t-shirt isn't too su^^J
cannot claim to be a humanitarian and environmentalist while purchas able. According to waterfootW
ing Ann Taylor shorts. But then again, it seems that consumerism is often org, the production of an av^H
cotton t-shirt requires 2,700
associated with movements - or vice versa.
Allow me to elaborate. Peace sign t-shirts and accessories with mes of water. Not quite so eco-friH :
sages that promote environmental sustainability are popular. Everyone is anymore. And Ann Taylor? AjBrddedicated to some cause or proclaims to be a part of a movement. Every- ing to the National Labor
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Working for More Thar
Money
After 3 years of going to Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB I've worked
at both on campus and off campus
jobs. So I know what it's like and I
know what I found to be more ben
eficial. Being a student that lives
on campus I eat, sleep, and live on
campus, the last thing I want is to
work on campus.
There's really nothing wrong
with on campus jobs, off campus
jobs are just better. Despite the
fact that you have to drive to the
location it has better things to of
fer. There is a whole world out there
why be restricted to the campus
grounds? Leaving campus for a job
is the perfect excuse to get yourself
involved with the community es
pecially because you meet people
within the community, people you

normally wouldn't meet,
having a job in general is great
because who doesn't want money
but working in retail or a restaurant
gives you more than just money.
Being an associate of a store gives
you great discounts and working
at a restaurant gets you tips. I don't
know how many times I have heard
the word "Lucky" after bringing
home the latest bra from Victoria's
secret for 15 bucks. I know you
would just love to get your favorite
clothes for a cheaper price.
The helpful thing about working
for an off campus chain restaurant
or a store is that you're provided
with jobs in many different loca
tions. During the holidays I will still
get the benefits of making cash.
Not all of the on campus jobs can

guarantee you a job over the
summer so now you're left with
no job for a few months which
equals no money.
The thing with on campus jobs
is that they are only temporary
because once you graduate, that
job is gone. You're now left with
the stress of searching for a new
job. You could be working at a
retail store or the local movie the
atre and continue working there
maybe even climb the ladder to
being a manager. It's really all
about experience, that's what jobs
look for and the longer you work
for a company shows your dedica
tion. I'm not saying you will have
this job forever but it will sure be
a great resume booster when you
do start your career.

If you're working on campus I'm
not suggesting anyone quit your
jobs but if you do have a choice
to work off campus why not get
out there?
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OPINION

Pursuit of
Nothing

PHOTO PROVIDED

Chris Rankin, Copy Editor

Fellow Otters,
due to the incredible
amount of fan (e)mail I
receive, I ask that you please
send your comments to my
new address devoted to
such praise:
thatsdumbyouredumb@
gmail.com. This way, in case
I don't have time to write
back, you'll know my
response before Ip'
I send it.

CRANKINifflCSUMB.EDU

The Republicans handed

America a giant handful of

roofies and took advantage
of us while we were sleeping

It was a mauling and it wasn't
pretty.
Hell, the Republicans
handed America a giant handful
of roofies and took advantage of
us while we were sleeping.
Tuesday's mid-term elections
really pissed me off, but at least
I can now safely say I hate this
fucking country and everything
it now stands for.
America is not great. There have
been great Americans. Chief Jo
seph was a great American. Huey
Newton was a great American.
Howard Zinn was a great American.
There have been great Americans.
But America, as a nation, is not

great. It is genocidal, homophobic,
imperialistic, racist, corporatist,
and immoral. I'm not being dra
matic. It doesn't help to sugar coat.
The things this nation has done are
destructive to the point of fantasy.
I'm not proud to be an Ameri
can. I'm not proud to have been
born inside an imaginary casing.
To be proud to be American would
be to be proud to be right handed.
To be proud to be a citizen of the
United States would be to boast an
affinity for chance.

I'm not proud to live in a place
where you are called illegal for sim
ply being. I have no pride in a nation
which conducts/supports/triumphs
the conquest and pillage of other
nations resources. I cannot cham
pion a state, which relies unquestioningly on a document drafted by
wealthy, racist white men.

America is only a place. A place
I happen to live in, a place where
good men and good women have
lived. America is also a place where
destruction and hate have pre
vailed as ruling ideology.

Community Service Should be
Voluntary...

...Not Mandatory

Hannah Morrow, Staff Reporter
HM0RR0W@CSUMB.E0U

Last time I checked, I was going to
college not jail. Yet twice I week 1
am obligated to go tutor little kids,
even though, I really don't like chil
dren all that much. I am here to
take classes, get an education and
get my degree. Yet Service Learn
ing is something we all have to take
at Cal State Monterey Bay (CSUMB).
It's a sneaky requirement that you
don't notice until you're halfway
through your first semester. It was
created with the intent of giving
students real world experience and
the feeling of giving back to the
community.
Being a (HCOM) major, I do not
feel that helping kids with home
work is relevant to becoming a
journalist. Despite what some

may think, all people don’t love
little kids. Sure, they're cute in the
ory, but I can't stand being around
them most of the time. I don't know
how to act around them, I don't do
the baby talk. I find it degrading to
myself and the kids. Why can't we
pick what we want to do for Service
Learning? Everybody has different
preferences; I would walk dogs for
days. I don't have to talk to animals,
but hanging out with little kids
twice a week, no thank you.
Service Learning may have
seemed like a good idea at the
time it was created. I admit, I fully
support doing volunteer work; it is
a good way of giving back to the
community and it can be person
ally rewarding. However every per

son is different, and I don’t under
stand how being an HCOM major
is relevant to tutoring kids. I don't
want to become a teacher and I
will never want to. Not to mention,
I don't even remember how to do
basic math so I'm not much help as
it is. I understand the idea behind
Service Learning. But I feel that it
is poorly implemented. If we had
more options, that would be bet
ter. There are ways of giving back to
the community that don't involve
doing little kids' homework.
On the other side, I love the
classroom portion of my Service
Learning class. It is interesting,
educational and engaging. After
all, I am in school to get an educa
tion. I understand that our service

learning sites are meant to give
us a feeling of giving back to the
community. But all I can ever think
about while at my service learning
site is how much homework I have
to do, but can't because I'm helping
third graders with theirs.This is turn
affects all of my grades, and more
than likely the kids'as well, because
honestly I can do long-division
about as well as a first grader.
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1. One who investigates reported complaints (as from students or
consumers), reportsfindings and helps to achieve equitable settlements.
Hey CSUMB,
We will be publishing letters online written by CSUMB students in retort
to the Pursuit of Nothing column and the anti-Prop 19 opinion. These
articles were published as they were written and we respect the opinions of
everyone, regardless if our Editor-in-Chief, Cameron Fuller, shares that same
opinion. Every student is free and provoked to send his or her opinions to
cfuller@csumb.edu.
The online edition is now being offered in RSS (Real Simple Subscriptions)
form so anybody who has an e-book or an iPad is able to download a digital
copy and take the Otter Realm with them on the go. Tell your friends and
family about this new feature, as the Otter Realm is now more accessible
than ever.
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Sincerely,
Sam Pereira
Copy Editor

EDITORIAL POLICY
The Otter Realm is a bi-weekly student publication produced by the Otter
Realm club and HCOM 389. Opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Otter Realm, CSUMB administration, faculty, staff or
college policy.
The Otter Realm serves two purposes: It is a training lab for students
who wish to develop journalism skills, and it is a forum for free expression
of campus issues and news. The Otter Realm Editorial Board will determine
what to print on these pages. The Editorial Board reserves the right to edit
for libel, space or clarity.
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Christy Khoshaba, Staff Reporter
CKHOSHABA@CSUMB.EDU
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t*lat can be reached logically
without guessing. Enter digits from
1 to 9 into the blank spaces. Every
row must contain one of each digit.
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Never underestimate the power
of touch. Loaded on our bodies
are super sensitive spots, and
if touched the right way they
make you wanna go bonkers. In
order to attract, you've got to
send
thehasright
cues.
Each
Sudoku
a unique
solutio
It all starts with the first touch,
usually light and deliberately "ac
cidental," like a touch to the back
or the shoulder. Upon a few first
touches from one you like, you
smile internally, your heart starts
pounding, your pulse races, and
the butterflies soar, hoping other
things don't soar. If you approve,
it's established the fact that mutual
feelings exist and now it's time for
a little summin'summin.'Touch me
here and touch me there, and just
wait'til I touch you.
It's touching with the hands
to hand hold, touching with the
lips to kiss, and touching with
your sweet bits to make love. The
variety of moves keeps it fresh.
Now where to touch is the magic
question. The chest area for both
sexes is a treasure chest loaded
with nerve endings, making it a
go-to zone. For some, the lighter
the touch the better, since nipple
stimulation electrifies everything.
If you see/feel/taste the effects,
you know you did your thing by
pleasing your partner.
Giddy up partna^ another eroge

nous zone for both sexes is the sad
dle area. Touches to the inner and
outer thighs spark the free ended
nerves and they travel directly to
notify your brain, "Me, likey." Let's
not forget the shared golden sta
tion - yo' booty. A touch or squeeze
to the derriere and it instantly acti
vates a man's slick stick or a wom
an's love button. Take a moment to
reflect, yeah you know it's true.
Those stimulating spots will
guarantee both sexes an uncon
trollable thrill. Different people will
have different or even better tech
niques to arouse you. Don't be sor
ry to your ex, be sorry for your ex.
Let's admit some people are
better than others. Sometimes I
think, damn, not only did this per
son just give me a seductive hug,
but now his fingers are linger
ing on my back. Sexy. It's insane
because if one knows how to do
that, plus points already honey.
Having that appeal is sexy since
it increases desire. Words can be
charming, but can be absolutely
deceiving sometimes.
Nonverbal touches are deeper
than dialogue and offer a more ex
clusive form of communication. To
touch and be touched is nice, but
let's just say to lick and be licked
takes it to a whole new wild dimen
sion. Don't be shy now.
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What is your favorite Thanksgiving tradition?
Every year my brother gets drunk and
throws up. Last year he puked on
our 90 year old Grandmother's
crotch."
-Johnni Date,
junior, Mathematics

"My family used to
go to McDonalds for
Thanksgiving."

-Sadie Johnson, junior, SBS

"My family must have an
assortment of at least
seven pies, I usually try to
eat a slice of every one."
-Danny Hogan, sophomore, HCOM

"My family and I have a weight gaining
contest. We weigh each other
before and after, and biggest
fatty gets a $20 bounty."
-Alex O'Connor,
senior, Music

"We typically have three
separate meals at three
separate households, because
our family is massive."
-Dominic Shamblen, junior, SBS

"I'm Jewish, I don't even celebrate
Thanksgiving"
My family gets drunk and
plays games like Twister
and Candy Land."

Tide Chart

-Kristina Aldrich,
junior, Liberal Studies

-Camilla Worthy,
freshman, Biology

